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Civil Rights Greensboro
Women Veterans
The digital collections: 
As they were
CRG: Front page
CRG: Item
CRG: Oral history
WVHP: Front page
WVHP: Collection-level page
WVHP: Oral history
WVHP: Multipage item
Things we liked
• ASP.net
• Relational SQL database
– Allowed for separate collection, service branch, 
and conflict pages
• Static pages
– Relatively easy to update
Issues: Workflow
Manual creation of derivative images
Issues: Workflow
Oral history transcripts manually tagged
Issues: Workflow
Oral history transcripts manually tagged
Issues: Workflow
Tedious item upload and editing (one item at 
a time through an admin interface)
Issues: Workflow
Issues: Workflow
Issues: Workflow
Issues: Workflow
Issues: Workflow
Issues: Metadata
• No repeating values for controlled 
vocabulary fields
• Artificial “series” imposed in lieu of 
descriptive original format terms
• Inconsistent cataloging of items pre-
digitization
• No LCSH (in Women Vets)
• No support for OAI-PMH
Issues: User interface
• Minimal support for search facets
• Oral history transcripts not full-text 
searchable
• Other text-based items not searchable
• Suboptimal support for multipage items
So why CONTENTdm?
• All other UNCG digital collections already in 
CONTENTdm. Best practices already in place.
• Had recently upgraded to “all you can eat” license.
• UNCG uses OCLC Worldshare Management Services 
for ILS and discovery.
• OAI-PMH access for aggregators and harvesting 
built in. No need to build from the ground up.
The pilot project
Background
• Pilot project involving only the digital projects 
coordinator (a/k/a “me”)
• Fact-finding mission for more complex WVHP 
project:
• File and folder structure for masters
• Best means of metadata transformation and editing
• New fields needed?
• How to recreate static pages?
• How to handle redirects?
File and folder structure
• Filenames and folders for compound objects 
based on Object ID; this would be the 
“linking” mechanism for upload.
•Bulk Rename Utility and Bridge
Metadata cleanup
• MS Access?
• “Stupid Excel tricks”: 
– Text to columns
– Concatenate
– Filter
– Sort
• Tweaking controlled vocabularies
• Consistency/Dublin Core issues
Recreating static pages
• Used CONTENTdm custom landing pages
• Still devising workflow
• Issue of collection-level pages
Collection-level metadata
Redirects
• Old site used “pkItem” and “Collection” 
fields to generate URL.
• We added “Old pkItem” and “Old 
Collection” as fields so we could devise a 
CONTENTdm query string.
• More in a minute.
Planning the Women Veterans 
migration
WVHP: Planning
• Differences from CRG:
• CRG was complete; WVHP is still growing
• Larger collection drawn from many more manuscript
collections
• No partners
• Higher proportion of oral history and text documents
• Different controlled vocabulary needs
WVHP: Meetings
• WVHP curator “wants”:
• Full-text search
• Search within transcript
• Multiple eras/branches
• High quality images
• PDF transcript downloads
• Facets
• Standardization of metadata
WVHP: Issues
• Lack of ability to do collection pages in CDM
• Moving away from storing confidential vet 
information within content management system
• Needed to clean up metadata entered over many 
years and many different players (students, etc.)
Images and files
Naming convention:
• WV#### (collection number)
• Artificial “series” number (1-9)
• Item number within collection and series
• Same convention for single items and compound 
object folders.
Images and files
Example: WV0400.6.107.tif
• WV0400 (Jane Doe Papers)
• Series 6 (Photographs)
• 107th item digitized within this collection/series.
Bridge: File/folder structure
Compound objects
Object ID becomes folder name. Within compound 
object folder, individual files named as follows:
• Page 001.tif, Item 001.tif, Front.tif
• Page 002.tif, Item 002.tif, Rear.tif
• Etc.
This was a departure from the original structure.
Bulk Rename Utility
Bulk Rename Utility
Bulk Rename Utility
Adobe Bridge batch rename
Planning for redirects
• Using old item numbers as metadata field to 
create new CDM URL
• Old URL: 
https://libdev-
b.uncg.edu/dp/wv/results167.aspx?i=4285&s=6
• New URL: 
http://libcdm1.uncg.edu/cdm/search/collection/
WVHP/searchterm/4285/field/pkitem/mode/all/co
nn/and/order/nosort
Planning for redirects
Planning for redirects
Planning for redirects
Planning for redirects
Metadata
Early Women Vets metadata
Early Women Vets metadata
Early Women Vets metadata
Initial metadata cleanup
• Clean-up in Excel:
– Filtering
– Removing duplicates
– Text to columns
– Concatenation
– Removing HTML tags
• Import to CONTENTdm
Project Client:
– Find and Replace using 
regular expressions
Export from SQL database
Text to columns
Text to columns
Text to columns
Text to columns
Concatenate
Concatenate
Concatenate
Barbara M. Wujciak
Text to columns 
+ 
concatenate 
=
Wujciak, Barbara M. 
Concatenate
Putting the data in CONTENTdm
Regular expression find and replace
Before: Title we made up
After: [Title we made up]
• ^ adds information at the start of a given 
string.
• $ adds information at the end of a given 
string. 
Regular expression find and replace
Regular expression find and replace
Controlled vocabularies
• Original site:
– Only local controlled vocabularies.
• New site:
– Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), Thesaurus for 
Graphic Materials (TGM), and local terms.
Controlled vocabularies
Used to identify:
• Specific conflicts
• Conflict eras
• Branches of service
• Publication formats
• Image types
Sharing metadata
• Digital Public Library of America
• WorldCat, via the Digital Collections Gateway
Is it working?
We finished…kind of!
• Project launched Fall 2014.
• Veterans love it!
• Introduced at the annual Women Vets 
Luncheon in November.
The ongoing workflow
WV coordinator perspective
• Having workflow spreadsheet search term and 
vocabulary constrictions very helpful
• Have to be careful about restricted transcripts
• Decision about veterans’ “conflicts” confusing vs 
eras.
• Have to go to David for any PDF change
• Future: Integrating EAD
Workflow spreadsheet
Workflow spreadsheet
Issues for WVHP Curator
• Diminishment of non-digitized collections.
• Compound objects: searching and navigation
• Lack of contextual landing pages
• Lack of landing pages for veterans
• Limited facet search results
• Lack of current integration of the EAD finding 
aids 
• Difficulty of making changes in transcripts
Non-digitized collections
Compound objects
No contextual pages
No veteran landing pages
No veteran landing pages
Limited facets
Finding aid integration
Editing transcripts
But in general…
We like it!
Questions?
Contact, etc.
David Gwynn: jdgwynn@uncg.edu
Anna Craft: arcraft@uncg.edu
Beth Ann Koelsch: bakoelsc@uncg.edu
Civil Rights Greensboro
http://libcdm1.uncg.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/CivilRights
Women Veterans Historical Project
http://libcdm1.uncg.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/WVHP
